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The Dirtiness of the Cold War:
Russia’s Nuclear Waste in the Arctic

by Jennifer Nyman*

Introduction
During the Cold War, the United States and the former

Soviet Union amassed extensive nuclear arsenals in a race
of intimidation. Rapid manufacture of nuclear weapons
produced large amounts of radioactive waste, and both
sides sought the easiest means for waste removal. Russia
generally disposed of its nuclear waste by a convenient
and expeditious method: dumping it into the Arctic Ocean.
The Arctic Ocean is one of the world’s most heavily fished
seas,1 and it is a particularly fragile ecosystem.2 Countries
in the region were rightfully outraged when the practice
was discovered.

The present situation poses a great risk to the environ-
ment. The amount of waste awaiting disposal in Russia is
thousands of times greater than the amount already de-
posited in the ocean, and Russia currently lacks both the
funds and the facilities to dispose of the waste. The inter-
national political structure that evolved as the world was
addressing nuclear waste dumped in the Arctic is insuffi-
cient to solve Russia’s current problem. To improve the
system, the nations involved must move beyond their im-
mediate national interests to a practice of greater open-
ness.

This article will describe the evolution of current per-
spectives on Russia’s nuclear waste and consider how the
world might improve its approach to the issue. The first
section will describe the discovery of Russian practices
of nuclear waste dumping, and the second will outline
relevant international agreements in place at that time. A
description of the international response to Russia’s nu-
clear waste disposal problem will follow in the third sec-
tion, and the final section will suggest potential improve-
ments.

I. Russia’s Nuclear Waste Dumping
in the Arctic

The former Soviet Union’s practice of dumping ra-
dioactive waste into the Arctic Ocean was first publicised
in 1991 by activists in the Russian ecological movement
Towards a New Earth.3 Greenpeace quickly picked up on
these reports, and rumours regarding the alleged dump-

ing were soon rampant. Russia categorically denied any
such behaviour as late as 1992.4 But at the Fifteenth Con-
sultative Meeting of the London Convention on the Pre-
vention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and
Other Matter in 1993, member States and Greenpeace
asked the Russian government to report on its radioactive
waste disposal practices. In response, the Russian gov-
ernment commissioned a report, and the final text,
authored by 46 Russian experts, was submitted in April
1993.5 Dr Alexsi Yablokov, the top environmental advisor
to Russian President Boris Yeltsin, led the group,6 and the
report became known as the Yablokov Report.

This document revealed that the former Soviet Union
had dumped six nuclear reactors containing fuel, a nu-
clear icebreaker shielding assembly containing fuel, and
10 nuclear reactors without fuel into the fjords of Novaya
Zemlya and the Kara Sea.7 It also revealed that from 1959-
1992, the former Soviet Union and Russia disposed of
over 17,000 containers of liquid and solid radioactive waste
into the Barents and Kara Seas of the Arctic Ocean.8 At
the time of the disposal, the total radioactivity of the waste
was estimated to be 8.5 × 1016 Bq,9 ten times greater than
the amount the Chernobyl accident and Russian nuclear
testing together deposited in the Arctic.10

The acknowledgement by Russia of its past dumping
practices alarmed the international community. The sheer
volume of the waste and the regularity with which the
dumping was practiced demonstrated extreme disregard
for the environment by the former Soviet Union and Rus-
sia, but the Yablokov Report documented further outrages.
When barrels containing radioactive waste failed to sink
into the ocean, sailors were instructed to shoot at them
with machine guns, a practice that instantly provided a
route for waste leakage from the barrels into the Arctic
environment.11 Also, the life-span of barrels used for ra-
dioactive waste storage was 10 to 30 years, much less than
the length of time that many have now been at the bottom
of the ocean, which raises more concerns regarding leaks.

II. Existing International Agreements
The London Convention

Russia is a party to the London Convention on the Pre-
vention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and
Other Matter, the primary international instrument for the
regulation of ocean dumping.12 The London Convention,
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which came into effect in 1975, prohibits the disposal of
high-level radioactive waste in the ocean, and limits low-
level radioactive waste disposal according to the demands
of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The
IAEA requires dumping to take place outside the conti-
nental shelf, in waters deeper than 4000 metres, and be-
tween the latitudes of 50°N and 50°S.13 Dumping of low-
level waste must also receive prior approval from the
IAEA.

Dumping by Russia before 1975, when the Conven-
tion was not in force, does not violate international law,
but all high-level radioactive waste dumped after this date
is a direct violation. Ocean disposal of nuclear subma-
rines is not itself counter to the London Convention, since
it does not apply to military vessels that are entitled to
sovereign immunity under international law.14 The Con-
vention requires notification to the other parties of ocean
dumping related to defence activities, however, and the
former Soviet Union never once issued such notification.15

In addition, it did not receive prior approval for low-level
radioactive waste disposal, and most dumping of waste
was in water less than 300 metres deep, within the conti-
nental shelf, and north of the 50th latitude.16 Russia’s ra-
dioactive waste disposal in the Arctic directly violates the
London Convention.

 Furthermore, the scope of the London Convention has
expanded in recent years. Parties agreed to a temporary
moratorium on the ocean disposal of radioactive waste in
1983 while the practice was under expert review.17 The
review led to a complete ban on the dumping of radioac-
tive waste into the sea in 1993. Russia has not accepted
the ban, and it declares that it will have no alternative but
to continue ocean dumping if other nations do not subsi-
dise the construction of improved nuclear waste disposal
facilities.18

Because the Convention itself does not contain provi-
sions for liability and responsibility,19 the international
community has little recourse for exacting compensation
for violations by Russia. Even the 1996 Protocol to the
London Convention contains few specifics on responsi-
bility and liability for dumping.20

To date, Russia has never been admonished or pun-
ished for its actions. In fact, Arctic nations and the USA
have sought to cooperate with Russia and to provide aid
to its nuclear waste disposal programme for a variety of
reasons.

Efforts at Cooperation in the Arctic Com-
munity

Even before the release of the Yablokov Report, na-
tions in the Arctic region were making efforts at coopera-
tion. Finland first proposed a conference on environmen-
tal protection in 1989,21 and at the resulting ministerial
conference in 1991 the circumpolar nations agreed to the
Rovaniemi Declaration. It was adopted by Finland, Nor-
way, Sweden, Russia, the USA, Canada, Denmark and
Iceland, and established the Arctic Environmental Protec-
tion Strategy (AEPS).22

Though Finland’s original concern was protection of
the Arctic environment, the AEPS also addresses the is-

sues of indigenous people, the role of science in the Arc-
tic, and sustainable development.23 The Rovaniemi proc-
ess highlighted the differences in motivation among
circumpolar nations for Arctic cooperation: Scandinavia’s
concern for the Arctic environment was used in this case
as a means for other countries to further goals in addi-
tional areas. As described below, Russia’s goals departed
markedly from environmental interests.

The establishment of the Barents Euro-Arctic Region
(BEAR) in 1993 was the next agreement framed to pro-
mote cooperation in the Arctic. It involves Denmark, Fin-
land, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Russia.24 BEAR spe-
cifically recognises the need for cooperation in the
remediation of Arctic nuclear pollution, and focuses to a
great extent on nuclear safety. The agreement, initiated
by Norway, revealed that the Euro-Arctic countries rec-
ognised the potential threat posed by the massive Russian
nuclear arsenal nearby, both in terms of nuclear accidents
and, as they were just learning in 1993, in terms of poten-
tial nuclear contamination.

III. Development of Current
International Perspectives

Norway
Norway has a particular interest in preventing contami-

nation of the Arctic environment because of its geographi-
cal location and its economy. First, it has a long coastline
on the Arctic Ocean, so the ocean’s waters directly affect
Norway’s terrestrial habitat. Next, fish from the Arctic
make up 7 per cent of Norway’s total exports,25 so it must
ensure not only that the fish are uncontaminated, but also
that the buyers of the fish do not perceive a potential threat
of contamination. Finally, pollution by Russia is of spe-
cial concern to Norway because it shares its northeast
border with Russia. For these reasons Norway has endeav-
oured to assist Russia in monitoring and preventing nu-
clear contamination and has tried to Russia in multilateral
environmental treaties.

Norway established with Russia the Joint Russian-
Norwegian Expert Group on the Investigation of Radio-
active Contamination of the Northern Seas in 1992,26 and,
after Russia’s admission of nuclear waste dumping in the
Arctic, their series of scientific exploratory cruises gained
international attention. The International Arctic Seas As-
sessment Project (IASAP), launched in 1993 by the IAEA
after the Yablokov Report, cooperated with this Russian-
Norwegian group specifically to address the threat of ra-
dioactive contamination posed by Russian nuclear waste
dumping.27 The Arctic cruises found negligible radioac-
tive contamination in the Kara Sea and detected only lo-
cal areas of elevated radiation levels near the disposal
sites.28 The final IASAP Report, issued in 1996, concluded
that remediation was not warranted based on the potential
impact of radiation on human health.29

Evidence obtained during the exploratory cruises did
not alleviate Norway’s concern, however. Reports released
by the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme, a
working group of the AEPS, emphasised that the major
risks from the dumped wastes are long-term; the contain-
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ers will at some point corrode and release their radioac-
tive contents into the sea.30 Because of the long life of
radionuclides, leaks that may occur hundreds of years in
the future pose a significant health and environmental risk.
These reports pointed out that the impacts of nuclear con-
tamination on wildlife in the Arctic have not been assessed,
so the waste may already have caused widespread eco-
logical damage,31 even if humans have not yet been af-
fected. The most disconcerting news was that not all waste
that Soviet reports and data logs alluded to had been lo-
cated or accounted for.32 Gaps in information represent a
risk to the Arctic ecological system that cannot be quanti-
fied.

Norway has therefore continued to support assessment
of the Arctic environment. It led a study by the North At-
lantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) from 1993 to 1995 on
the cross-border radioactive effects of defence-related
activities. The report recommended the construction of a
radioactive waste storage facility in Russia33 and deemed
the construction a national responsibility of Russia. A shift
in the perception of responsibility was about to occur, as
countries in Europe and North America gradually began
to finance the clean-up of Russia’s nuclear waste.

Russia’s Request
Russia has been unwilling to accept the amendments

to the London Convention that ban ocean dumping of ra-
dioactive waste. It says it is unable to handle its radioac-
tive waste in an environmentally sound manner due to a
lack of facilities for waste disposal, a lack of storage ca-
pacity and a lack of funds.34 To some degree, it is true
that Russia’s economic difficulties have prevented it from
properly addressing the problem.35 Environmental pro-
grammes, specifically, remain woefully under-funded.36

Russia has called for international aid to improve its waste
disposal programme, and, in blatant disregard of the ‘pol-
luter-pays’ principle, the world has responded.

In 1994, the USA, Russia and Norway began work
to increase the capacity of a treatment plan for liquid ra-
dioactive waste.37 The expansion was completed in 1999
at a cost of $2 million, paid by the USA and Norway.
Norway agreed to provide free technical assistance to
Russia on nuclear waste issues in the 1998 Agreement on
Environmental Cooperation,38 Canada pledged $10 mil-
lion dollars under a programme established in 2000,39 and
the UK announced in 1999 that it will give Russia $5 mil-
lion for cleaning up waste in the Arctic.40

American Support
The USA has been by far the largest outside financial

supporter of Russia’s nuclear waste disposal program. The
breakup of the Soviet Union presented a great security
risk to the USA because the former Soviet states possess
the powerful nuclear arsenal developed during the Cold
War.41 To address the risk, the USA has taken several steps,
many of which resulted in the disbursement of financial
aid to the Russian Federation. In 1991 the USA Congress
established a means to secure and reduce the nuclear weap-
ons of the Soviet Union successor states, the Nunn-Lugar
Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) programme.42 It pro-

vides about $400 million per year to this end, mostly to
help dismantle weapons. Because the USA realised Rus-
sia could not decommission nuclear warheads without a
functioning nuclear waste disposal system, CTR has
funded such projects as the construction in Russia of a
fissile material storage facility at Mayak, at a cost of $99
million.43 The aid the USA has provided to Russia for
nuclear waste management under this programme is al-
most exclusively tied to the security interests of the USA.

The USA furthered its commitment to Russian disar-
mament in 1996 when the defence ministers of Norway,
Russia and the USA signed the Declaration on Arctic Mili-
tary Environmental Cooperation (AMEC), an agreement
intended to enhance communication on military–environ-
mental interactions.44 AMEC led to the 1998 Agreement
on Environmental Cooperation, in which Norway pledged
free technical assistance to Russia for the dismantling of
nuclear submarines.45 The agreement allows for financial
involvement by a third party, presumably the USA. Such
a format illustrates differentiated responsibility: a polluter
(Russia) could not afford to deal with its waste, so the
victim (Norway) initiated a response in cooperation with
an interested party of sufficient resources (the USA).

In 1998 the USA linked AMEC with CTR, because
the need for radioactive nuclear waste disposal was hold-
ing up the decommissioning of nuclear submarines under
CTR, and CTR could provide legal protection for AMEC.46

This linkage demonstrates how the interests of nuclear
disarmament and non-proliferation provided motivation
for the participation of the USA in AMEC, and the link
suggests that the USA does not consider environmental
aid to Russia an inherently worthwhile endeavour. This
attitude was also evident in 1999, when the USA Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), the department whose
primary responsibility is environmental protection, boasted
that the furthering of arms control objectives by the com-
pletion of a Russian nuclear facility expansion was as
important as Arctic environmental protection.47 While the
pursuance of security objectives by the USA is a worthy
goal, connecting environmental aid to security subordi-
nates environmental concerns to military aims.

Russia’s Advantage
Just as the Soviet Union benefited from the dumping

of its nuclear waste in the Arctic during the Cold War,
Russia stands to benefit from international aid for its dis-
posal programme. The Soviet Union saved money on the
construction of expensive disposal facilities by throwing
nuclear waste into the ocean, and it saved money on trans-
portation since the Arctic Ocean was conveniently located
close to the nuclear processing facilities of the Kola Pe-
ninsula. Avoiding the permitting process of the London
Convention, required for ocean disposal of low-level ra-
dioactive waste, also saved them time, an important ad-
vantage in a race to accumulate nuclear weapons.

Russia, in an effort to receive additional aid, contin-
ues to play up the international threat posed by the large
amount of waste it has awaiting disposal. Leaders empha-
sise that the Kola Peninsula is a serious radiation hazard
for all of Northern Europe,48 and they contend that, with-
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out help, they have no option but to violate international
environmental protection agreements and disarmament
treaties in dealing with the material.49 The amount of
money Russia claims it needs to dispose of its nuclear
waste stored just in the Northwest near the Arctic is $1.5
billion.50

As described above, countries with individual inter-
ests in environmental protection or security are willing to
provide funds and technical expertise to assist Russia in
nuclear waste disposal. Russia, however, has often refused
to allow the inspection trips needed for other countries to
authorise aid and it has refused to allow technical experts
from Western countries to enter its military bases.51 The
aim behind this refusal is to prevent other countries from
observing Russia’s current nuclear submarine technol-
ogy.52 Norway had offered $2 million to clean a bay in the
Northwest contaminated with nuclear pollution, but for
years Russia refused to let Norwegian personnel examine
the area, delaying disbursement of funds.53 Donating
countries should rightfully ex-
pect to receive information re-
garding the use of their money
as an assurance of the conditions
under which it was donated. Rus-
sia, however, continues to deny
this information.

In another act of defiance,
Russia currently builds and op-
erates nuclear-powered subma-
rines.54 Russian President Vla-
dimir Putin views the Russian
Navy, with its heavy reliance on
nuclear-powered submarines, as
a way of reclaiming superpower
status for Russia.55 The funds Rus-
sia spends on constructing and
operating new nuclear subma-
rines should be spent on the 126
nuclear submarines56 awaiting
disposal. Moreover, by maintaining its submarine fleet,
Russia generates an additional 5000 tons of solid radio-
active waste per year,57 further compounding the prob-
lem. Russia’s unwillingness to direct its Navy away from
nuclear waste-generating activities reveals a lack of seri-
ous concern on its part for environmental protection.

International aid to Russia’s nuclear waste disposal
programme is, in a sense, freeing money for Russia to
spend on its submarine fleet. Because its stockpiles of
waste represent a risk to the world, Russia can use the
nuclear material as a type of blackmail to obtain interna-
tional monetary aid.58 Aid that countries currently pro-
vide to Russia, in turn, serves as a disincentive for Russia
to allocate national funds to the problem.59

An Improved Approach to the
Remaining Waste

Financial and technical cooperation provided by West-
ern states undermines Russia’s responsibility to clean up
its nuclear waste.60 Though Russia proclaims publicly that

the clean-up of its nuclear materials will cost billions of
dollars, in 2000 Russia allocated only $40 million to this
task, which shows how little the waste concerns them.61

Meanwhile, waste generated by Russia’s present nuclear
submarine programme continues to grow.

The current international structure for disposing of
nuclear waste in Russia is defective, because it was estab-
lished out of individual political interests. Because of the
immense risk posed to the earth by present mismanage-
ment, a new approach should be taken to deal with Rus-
sian stockpiles of nuclear waste.

Technical Disposal Options
Scientists and engineers have proposed a wide variety

of possibilities for the disposal of radioactive material.
Some options, because they sound potentially dangerous,
have been disregarded or outlawed, and the world com-
munity may miss opportunities by eliminating disposal
choices before they are investigated, since the most cost-

effective and environmentally
safe alternative may yet need to
be researched.

For example, the practice of
sub-seabed disposal of nuclear
waste was to be the subject of a
$100 million international study,
but in 1986 the study was sud-
denly cancelled because the
USA cut its funding in favour
of land-based disposal.62 Sub-
seabed nuclear waste disposal
is the entombment of wastes be-
neath the ocean floor in the
deep-sea clays at the centres of
the continental plates.63 These
geological formations are geo-
logically very stable and have
thick layers of sediment that
would bond with any radioac-

tive leaks to immobilise nuclides.64 Also, the depth of the
water column would isolate the waste from human com-
munities.65 Because the USA cancelled the study, how-
ever, most of the technology for sub-seabed disposal re-
mains untested66 and few nations consider it a viable al-
ternative.

Other options for disposal of nuclear waste include
disposal in glaciated areas, extraterrestrial disposal, and
destruction by nuclear transmutation, a process in which
long-lived radionuclides are transformed to shorter-lived
nuclides.67 The international community has generally
pursued only deep geologic disposal of waste on land,
and major political obstacles now block the implementa-
tion of the other options.68 Countries with nuclear waste
to dispose of should give some scientific consideration to
other possibilities, as they may prove safe and inexpen-
sive once their technology has been further developed.

Infrastructure
Russia inherited an unmanaged and corrupt nuclear

waste disposal programme after the break-up of the former

Courtesy: World  Resources 2000–2001
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Soviet Union. Russia has attempted to improve the sys-
tem by reorganising governmental groups involved in
environmental regulation, but the reorganisation only re-
sulted in confusion and a lack of coordination.69

Russia further weakened administration for environ-
mental protection recently by transferring the duties of
the State Committee for Environmental Protection to the
Natural Resources Ministry.70 After the announcement of
the transfer, the Ministry’s director stated that his staff
were underpaid and could not provide proper support for
environmental assistance.71 Also, one role of the Natural
Resources Ministry is to authorise the commercial use of
natural resources,72 so its new responsibility to protect the
environment is likely to result in a conflict of interest.

Money sent to Russia to improve nuclear waste dis-
posal may be more effective if it is used for building gov-
ernmental infrastructure rather than directly for the dis-
posal of waste. Recently the European Union (EU) adopted
the Action Plan for the Northern Dimension, in which
nuclear safety in northwest Russia was designated a pri-
ority.73 Under the Action Plan, the EU plans to assist Rus-
sia in closing unsafe nuclear reactors, assessing improve-
ments needed for the decommissioning of nuclear sub-
marines, and promoting the adoption of standard regula-
tory procedures to help Russia improve its environmental
administration and infrastructure.74 This assistance to Rus-
sian infrastructure is the first step in a promising direc-
tion.

Public Disclosure and Information Ex-
change

Nina Yanovskaya, the woman in charge of decommis-
sioning retired submarines for Russia’s Northern and Pa-
cific fleets, said in 1999, ‘I realise everything that has hap-
pened is the fault of Russia. It’s our doing. The old Cold
War is responsible for the situation.’75 More specifically,
the internal and international secrecy of the former Soviet
Union’s nuclear programme is responsible. Russia con-
tinues its guarded behaviour today, even after the end of
the Cold War, whereas the solution to its nuclear waste
disposal programme lies in increased transparency, open-
ness and knowledge-sharing.

Both Eastern and Western nations jealously guarded
their defence-related information during the Cold War. The
former Soviet Union also kept a tight control on informa-
tion within its own government. It considered technical
quantitative data regarding nuclear activities to be state
secrets, and, by law, excluded the public from participat-
ing in decision-making.76 It denied access to military bases
to even its own civil inspectors.77 The result was a lack of
coordination and overall planning for nuclear waste dis-
posal, and, without the input of a watchful public, a lack
of ethical behaviour.

Russia’s current secrecy serves to escape the scrutiny
of the international community and interferes with offers
of assistance from other nations. Because foreign experts
are rarely allowed to enter disposal sites at Mayak or
Andreeva Bay,78 the technical advice they can provide to
Russia is limited. The picture of the amount and location
of waste disposed in the Arctic remains incomplete, since

Russia still maintains that much of the relevant data is
classified information,79 and the missing information
makes an appropriate risk assessment impossible. Rus-
sia’s secrecy also delays financial aid, as other nations
refuse to disburse funds without any way of ensuring the
proper use of the money.80

Some environmental groups believe that all aid to
Russia for nuclear waste disposal should be withheld un-
til inspectors are allowed full access to military bases.81

Such confrontational, one-sided demands only increase
hostility and insecurity – attitudes that fuelled the con-
tinuation of the Cold War and the current dilemma. Rus-
sia is already suspicious of the USA’s offer of aid to its
nuclear waste disposal programme.82

Because the USA is currently dealing with the legacy
of the Cold War, just as Russia is, a bilateral agreement
encouraging a two-way exchange of information would
benefit both sides. If the agreement were to require publi-
cation of data regarding nuclear waste disposal for inter-
national comment, several advantages would result. In-
viting the involvement of civil society would ensure that
waste disposal proceeds according to customary interna-
tional law83 and that Russia is held accountable for its past
practices. Transparency mandated by the agreement would
lessen the mutual suspicion that leads to arms stockpil-
ing. Each side’s plans and practices would be open to the
scrutiny of technical experts, who could provide advice
to improve the efficiency and safety of the respective pro-
grammes.84 Also, public disclosure is one of the lowest-
cost options for improving environmental programmes:
the only cost is that of publication.

Conclusions
The former Soviet Union lacked an informed and hon-

est management structure for nuclear waste disposal, and,
due to the nation’s secrecy and corruption, it disposed of
its radioactive waste in a manner harmful to the fragile
Arctic ecosystem. Russia has now discontinued the prac-
tice of ocean dumping of nuclear waste, but it must de-
velop alternative treatment methods for its massive and
growing quantity of radioactive waste awaiting disposal.

Because Russia contends it lacks the facilities and funds
to handle its nuclear waste, the country requests aid from
the international community. Countries in the Arctic re-
gion offer assistance out of environmental concern, and
the USA, motivated by its security interests, provides large
amounts of money to Russia via CTR. Giving money to
Russia allows it to neglect its nuclear waste problems and
to continue generating more nuclear waste.

Several options could potentially improve nuclear
waste disposal in Russia. First, scientists and engineers
should explore methods of disposal not currently in prac-
tice. Next, international aid should focus on reinforcing
the environmental infrastructure of Russia, so it may ef-
fectively direct and regulate its own nuclear waste pro-
gram. Finally, the sharing of knowledge between the USA
and Russia would improve the safety and efficiency of
nuclear waste management in both countries and encour-
age cooperation between the two. ➼
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